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Perfect Diffusion
Hunter Douglas Silhouette®
Window Shadings is the ideal
solution for filtering light with
exceptional elegance.

H

unter Douglas is a household name not only in the industry
of architecture products, but also interior furnishings. Since
developing the first lightweight aluminium blind in 1946, it has
continued to be a leader in developing innovative window coverings of
the highest quality.
One such solution is the Silhouette® Window Shadings, which
diffuses strong sunlight into a warm glow. This is achieved with its
signature S-Vane™ – soft fabric vanes that are suspended between
two sheers. The patented weave of Silhouette® Window Shadings also
eliminates the dizzying moire effect created when light is reflected off
two different materials. This helps to deliver a clean and undisturbed
view of the exterior while maintaining adequate privacy inside.
With vanes that can be tilted to any desired angle, Silhouette®
Window Shadings give users complete control when it comes to privacy
and daylight. Not only that, it provides up to 88 per cent ultraviolet
protection with the vanes opened, and 99 per cent when the vanes are
closed. In addition, the award-winning LiteRise™ cordless lifting system
makes operating window shadings easier and safer than ever.
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Inspired by Nature
Samsung exhibits its Staron®
solid surface in creative ways at
100% Design London

S

amsung is a name associated with products from medicine and electronics to skyscraper
construction. It is also the company behind quality acrylic solid surface and quartz
surfacing materials Staron®, Tempest® and Radianz®, which can all be used for even the most
complicated countertop designs.
Testament to its innovative approaches, Samsung presented Staron® Art at the prestigious
100% Design fair at Earls Court in London from 17 to 20 September 2014. Unique
furniture and products were created by designers in Korea using the malleable and robust
Staron® surface material.
Wild animals provided the inspiration. There were animated ‘owl’ speakers and the
Staron® hedgehog sofa with a body of seemingly prickly pins that provide soft cushioning
upon contact. Sensual curves and the smoothness characteristic of Staron® were displayed
in a seamless kitchen unit shaped like a humpback wheel and an armadillo-shaped bathtub
with four cupped layers of shells. LED lights embedded in the latter also highlighted the
integration of Staron® with technology and zebra stripes applied to another kitchen unit
showcased the unique lithographic painting process that allows Staron® surfaces to be
customised with prints and shaped and sanded without damaging the design.
The exhibits may have been fun and light-hearted, but there is no denying how serious
Staron® takes its material innovation.
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